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More young
people, more
women and
fewer cynics
THE level of interest and engagement in this
General Election campaign has surprised
some.
Conventional wisdom was that we had become cynical about politics and sure they were
“all the same”.
Certainly if you were to judge by comments
on social media on just about any issue, there
are a lot of cynics out there.
But the number of young people and women
out campaigning and expressing their views
would give the lie to the “trolls” who react
negatively on Facebook or Twitter to just about
every public matter.
The vast majority of the canvassers and campaigners and canvassers have been civilised
and have made a constructive contribution to
our public sphere.
The new rules around quotas have certainly
increased female involvement and this is a very
welcome improvement in our politics.
It will be interesting to see how many more
get elected and to observe what they bring to
parliament and, hopefully, to government.
The new women on the various tickets and
among the ranks of the independent candidates
certainly have freshened the scene and this is a
very good thing.
The same can be said about the young candidates and canvassers. Last year’s referendum
on marriage equality shook things up quite
dramatically and it is clear now that people
understand that organising, voting and standing for election can make a huge difference to
the way we run our country.
Among the insights emerging about the 1916
Rising is the youth of those who made history,
and the large number of women involved in the
cultural, social and political movements which
led to the formation of our independent state.
It would be wonderful in this centenary year
if we saw an upsurge in passion and commitment to the public good in our community.
Healthy politics is all about that. It takes
courage to stand for election and to publicly declare a position in relation to issues that affect
us all. Those who have done so deserve the acknowledgement of a huge turnout in the election. In the process we can take the opportunity
to make a move towards the 21st century Ireland that we want.
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Cork teacher and PE
advocate LIAM CLOHESSY
says a conference in Cork
tomorrow can
promote physical
activity among the
next generation
HYSICAL Education has been identified
as a fundamental right for every
human being by UNESCO, the United
Nations Agency mandated to support
PE and sport.
Further to this, the importance of providing
quality PE to all children has been widely
acknowledged. Quality PE has many benefits
for children. It can promote positive attitudes
to physical activity, reduce the chances of
young people engaging in risk behaviour and
impact positively on social inclusion and
academic performance.
Other benefits include improved motor
development, increased levels of fun for pupils
during physical activity, improved self-esteem
and confidence as well as better overall health.
Such is the importance of quality PE, the
World Health Organisation have highlighted it
as a significant priority in their Physical Activity Strategy for Europe 2016-2025.
While there may be agreement on the importance of quality PE, defining exactly what
it entails can be more challenging. For too
long enjoyment appears to have been the main
criteria on which primary PE in Ireland has
been judged. Whilst, of course, enjoyment is
essential to any form of physical activity, education and learning should be equally valued.
Would the importance of learning be similarly compromised and diminished in any
other subject area?
PE needs to be a core element of our curriculum with real expectations
in terms of children’s learning.
To this end, the Irish Primary PE
Association (IPPEA), a voluntary
organisation dedicated to
heightening awareness of physical education issues in primary
schools, created a position statement relating to Quality PE in
Irish primary schools.
The IPPEA believes quality
PE seeks to enable all young
people, whatever their circumstances or ability, to take part in
and enjoy PE, sport and physical
activity. It strives to promote
young people’s health, safety and
wellbeing as well as supporting
all young people to improve and
achieve in line with their age
and potential.
Quality PE also endeavours to
empower all children to develop
physical literacy. This enables
all children to know how and why
to move in a variety of ways,
appreciate the importance of
physical activity, and choose to
regularly participate in physical
activity.
Although fantastic work is
being done by many primary
school teachers and organisations across Ireland to further the case of quality PE, significant challenges remain. According to a recent
study, Irish primary school children receive
on average only 46 minutes of PE each week.
This pales in comparison to European averages and recent recommendations which indicate children should have five PE lessons per
week.
The recently launched National Physical
Activity Plan and the Department of Education
emphasis on a healthy lifestyles agenda appear
to be steps in the right direction in this regard.
The IPPEA hopes that further investment in
primary school PE will be forthcoming following the initial promotion of these initiatives.
In recognition of the importance of quality
PE, the IPPEA have created the Primary
Physical Education Teacher Award. This celebrates innovation, achievement and best
practice in delivering a quality PE programme.
The IPPEA hope to highlight the educational
importance of quality PE to teachers, principals, parents, children, policy-makers and the
public through this. They also wish to acknowledge and further encourage those
teachers already delivering a quality PE programme through the provision of the award.
The Primary Physical Education Teacher
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We need
to foster a
love of PE
in next
generation

Cork GAA coach Eamonn Ryan is attending a conference on children in sport tomorrow
Award will be presented at the annual IPPEA
conference, which is being held in Cork this
year for the first time on Saturday, February
27, in the Mardyke Arena, UCC.
To celebrate the importance of quality PE
the theme of the Conference is ‘Promoting the
Power of Physical Education’. Each workshop
will exhibit different elements of a quality PE
programme. Highlights include legendary AllIreland winning Cork ladies football manager
Eamonn Ryan, who will explore child friendly
skill development and acquisition. Participants will also have the opportunity to wiggle,
twist, stretch and bend themselves into a zenlike state while exploring the benefits of yoga
for young children. Ultimate Frisbee, a highpaced, inclusive fun game which promotes
sportsmanship and fair play will be introduced
to participants. Attendees can also hit the track
to explore athletics, as well as fundamental
movement skills which are the building blocks
for the development of more complex movement and sport skills.
Inclusive PE activities for the child with
special educational needs will be considered,

as well as fun circuits to promote physical
activity and muscular strength development.
Participants will be invited to take on the
mighty Mardyke Arena climbing wall and explore orienteering activities.
Full descriptions of all workshops and online booking details are available through
www.irishprimarype.com.
Physical education needs to be prioritised
in our primary schools, especially considering
recent statistics which indicate that up to 25%
of Irish children are obese.
We need to educate children on how to be
physically literate so they have the knowledge, skills and attitude to be physically active
tomorrow. Otherwise there is a real danger
they could be the first generation to live shorter lives than their parents.
Quality primary physical education can
play an important part in changing this trend
and ensuring children go on to live healthy
and happy lives. The responsibility is ours.
Let’s act now to ensure quality primary physical education is provided to every child.
■ Liam Clohessy is Chairperson of the IPPEA
and a teacher in Bunscoil Rinn an Chabhlaigh,
Cobh. He is currently on leave completing a
PhD at Mary Immaculate College, Limerick on
Leadership in Primary Physical Education.

